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Introduction
We present novel strategies to use MALDI-MSI together with micro X-ray fluorescence (µ-XRF) or
laser ablation inductive coupled plasma MS (LA-ICP-MS) for combined molecular and elemental
imaging. MALDI MS provides localized information on unlabeled, intact molecules with high
specificity and sensitivity. LA-ICP-MS gives quantitative elemental distribution information down to
ppt/ppq level at high lateral resolution (3-5 µm), but molecules are destroyed and the tissue is completely
consumed. µ-XRF imaging is successfully used to examine spatial context of elements at 3-15 µm, is
very helpful for the determination of light weight elements and does not destroy the sample; yet
sensitivity is limited (ppm/ppb level). Combining either of these approaches to gather information from
one tissue section will allow unbiased, novel insight into molecule/element co-localization providing
data not accessible by any other method.
Methods
Mesothelioma samples treated with Pt-containing anti-cancer drugs were used for lipid analysis in
positive and negative ion mode after applying matrix by sublimation (home-built device, TU Wien). A
MALDI TOF/RTOF system (Bruker Daltonics UltrafleXtreme, Smartbeam laser) and a LA-ICP-MS
(Thermo iCAP Qc quadrupole ICP-MS, Nd:YAG laser @ 213 nm) were used for analysis. Fleximaging
4.0 (Bruker Daltonics) and ImageLab (Epina) were used for data analysis.
Chicken toes purchased from a local market were embedded in NaCMC/gelatin and sectioned with a
WC knife on a CryoStar NX50 (Thermo Scientific) using the modified Ullberg’s method. A Synapt G2
HDMS (Waters, UK) was used for lipid analysis after matrix sublimation. Non-destructive elemental
imaging was carried out on a home-built µ-XRF spectrometer (Atominstitut).
Results
We developed a sample preparation strategy allowing molecular and elemental analysis from the very
same tissue section when combining LA-ICP-MS or µXRF with MALDI based imaging MS.
The most important prerequisite for such a combined approach was MALDI matrix application without
the introduction of contaminating elements. Matrix application by sublimation on a home-built
apparatus turned out to be highly efficient and reproducible for multiple targets in parallel (CV < 5%),
giving no further background for all elements under investigation.
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covering membrane (periosteum) could be accessed sensitively by MALDI MSI (Figure 1). It was found
that the supporting material for the tissue section has to be chosen carefully not to influence XRF or MS
results [1].

In a second attempt, MALDI MSI was combined with LA-ICP MS for quantitative elemental
information. Washing procedures necessary for MALDI MSI were thoroughly tested to guarantee
sensitive lipid detection in positive and negative ion mode from the same tissue section while preserving
elemental distributions for P, S and Pt targeted by LA-ICP-MS. We present MALDI MSI data at 40 µm
lateral resolution for each ion mode, that significantly correlating with high Pt concentrations in human
malignant pleural mesothelioma samples after administration of individuals with platinum containing
cytostatic drugs. We also found that Pt concentrations were differing only by less than 10 % when
comparing tissue sections before and after MALDI MSI analysis. Spatial segmentation of lipid data
furthermore reflected determined Pt, P and S distributions and certain lipid species correlated with
elemental concentrations.
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Figure 2:
Microscopic image of a
tissue section showing
rectangular and polygonal regions of interest
for LA-ICP-MS and
MALDI MSI experiments, together with
distribution maps of
selected m/z values for
negative and positive
charged lipid ions and Pt
and P. The overlay of
segmented data shows
nice correlations of
elements and molecules.
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Conclusion
Combining non-destructive μXRF imaging with MALDI MSI and LA-ICP-MS has high potential for
an innoavative multi-modal (positive & negative ion mode), multi-sensor (MS & XRF) technology to
(a) overcome analytical uncertainties coming from section-to-section variabilities and to (b) provide
comprehensive elemental and molecular information on biological samples in a spatially resolved
manner.
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